
Phoenix Photographic Group 

Newsletter from Meeting of 8th July 2019 

Introduction: - 

Ian opened the meeting with a short explanation of afternoon’s 

activities. 

Bob Bell then outlined to members our ideas for the session. Members 

were asked to provide 5 images of the afternoon activities, untouched 

by software, ready for a picture editor for any publication. 

Members would be taking photos of Sue Day dancing. Then 

downloading photos from their memory cards into the club computer 

later in the afternoon. 

News Items: - 

There were no news items this week. 

Activities: - 

Bob explained in detail what the plans for the afternoon were, as he 

handed to each member a description sheet explaining how and where 

Sue intended to perform for us during the afternoon. It was for each 

member to decide the camera settings. Clearly the pictures needed to 

show movement, be clear. 

Sue performed three dances in three separate sessions, with a break 

between each, which gave the opportunity for a costume change. 

Sue started, dressed for the occasion with a line dance. Then followed 

the Bosa Nova and finally the Jive.  



Once the photography was completed, we started to download 

members’ efforts onto the computer, examining some of these as we 

went. But time constrictions meant that towards the end, we were 

down loading straight onto the club computer, without spending time 

looking at individual efforts.  

As a Thank You to Sue we promised to give her some prints of the 

afternoon activities. As we didn’t have time to spend with the images, 

we will show some as part of the Members Pics on 22 July along with 

the other submissions. 

A big Thank You to Sue for the time and dancing expertise shown for 

the group to photograph. Thanks Sue 

Next Meeting: - 

Monday 15th July at Etching Hill Village Hall @ 1.45. 

We have a visiting speaker Tony Slater who will be talking about and 

showing some of his pictures about “A day filming wildlife” 

Members Pics 

Topics 

Open 

Anything which is legal, decent & your work. 

Please send you images to: - 

ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk 

 



                      

 

 

 

 

 


